Parts of a ladder diagram

Ladder diagrams are specialized schematics commonly used to document industrial control
logic systems. If we wanted to draw a simple ladder diagram showing a lamp that is controlled
by a hand switch, it would look like this:. These designations have nothing to do with inductors
, just to make things confusing. The actual transformer or generator supplying power to this
circuit is omitted for simplicity. In reality, the circuit looks something like this:. Typically in
industrial relay logic circuits, but not always, the operating voltage for the switch contacts and
relay coils will be volts AC. In the real world, that wire would be labeled with that number, using
heat-shrink or adhesive tags, wherever it was convenient to identify. These wire numbers make
assembly and maintenance very easy. Each conductor has its own unique wire number for the
control system that its used in. Wire numbers do not change at any junction or node, even if
wire size, color, or length changes going into or out of a connection point. Of course, it is
preferable to maintain consistent wire colors, but this is not always practical. What matters is
that any one, electrically continuous point in a control circuit possesses the same wire number.
Take this circuit section, for example, with wire 25 as a single, electrically continuous point
threading to many different devices:. In ladder diagrams, the load device lamp, relay coil,
solenoid coil, etc. Here, the lamp load is located on the right-hand side of the rung, and so is the
ground connection for the power source. Suppose that wire 1 were to accidentally come in
contact with ground, the insulation of that wire having been rubbed off so that the bare
conductor came in contact with grounded, metal conduit. This time the accidental grounding of
wire 1 will force power to the lamp while the switch will have no effect. It is much safer to have a
system that blows a fuse in the event of a ground fault than to have a system that
uncontrollably energizes lamps, relays, or solenoids in the event of the same fault. For this
reason, the load s must always be located nearest the grounded power conductor in the ladder
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You organize ladder diagram as rungs on a ladder and put instructions on each rung. Input
instruction: An instruction that checks, compares, or examines specific conditions in your
machine or process. Output instruction: An instruction that takes some action, such as turn on
a device, turn off a device, copy data, or calculate a value. There is no limit to the number of
parallel branch levels that you can enter. This example shows a parallel branch with five levels.
The main rung is the first branch level, followed by four additional branches. The controller
evaluates ladder instructions based on the rung condition preceding the instruction
rung-condition-in. Only create instructions that affect the rung-condition-in of subsequent
instructions on the rung. Writing ladder logic requires that you choose the input and output
instructions, and choose the tag names for operands. The examples in this chapter use two
simple instructions to help you learn how to write ladder diagram logic. The rules that you learn
for these instructions apply to all other instructions. All conditions must be met in order to take
action. Any one of several conditions must be met in order to take action. There is a
combination of the above. The controller executes all instructions on a rung regardless of their
rung-condition-in. For optimal performance of a series of instructions, sequence the
instructions from most likely to be false on the left to least likely to be false on the right. When
the controller finds a false instruction, it executes the remaining instructions in the series with
their rung-condition-in set to false. Typically, an instruction executes faster when its
rung-condition-in rung is false rather than true. Place at least one output instruction to the right
of the input instructions. You can enter multiple output instructions on a rung of logic:. Place
the output instructions between input instructions. The last instruction on the rung must be an
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the universal programming language of PLC. It has signified by the graphical representation,
just like electrical wiring for logic control. At the end of this article, I will share LD examples,
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Thank you so much, Dipali. It is a graphical PLC programming language which expresses logic
operations with symbolic notation using ladder diagrams, much like the rails and rungs of a
traditional relay logic circuit. Ladder logic is a fast and simple way of creating logic expressions
for a PLC in order to automate repetitive machine tasks and sequences. It is used in a multitude
of industrial automation applications. Some industrial automation application examples where
PLC ladder logic is used includeâ€¦. With the advent of microprocessors and the invention of
the PLC, relay logic quickly became superseded by programming languages such as ladder
logic. Ladder logic is the most popular method of PLC programming because it is a graphics
based programming language that resembles electrical schematic drawing. Engineers,
electricians and students that are already familiar with electrical schematic drawings find
making the transition from an electric circuit to ladder logic relatively easy, compared to other
text based programming languages. When programming ladder logic in a PLC, the graphic, drag
and drop nature of ladder diagrams helps you formulate code quickly and easily. Ladder logic

also helps you easily trouble shoot your code because you can visually see the flow of logic
from the LHS start rail, through the logic symbols and to the RHS end rail. In order to help you
learn the basics of ladder logic we will cover the followingâ€¦. A ladder diagram is the symbolic
representation of the control logic used for ladder logic programming of a PLC. Ladder
diagrams have horizontal lines of control logic called rungs and vertical lines at the start and
end of each rung called rails. There are two differences between an electrical schematic and a
ladder diagram. The first difference is the control logic in an electrical schematic is represented
using components whereas in a ladder diagram symbols are used. The second difference is the
control logic execution in an electrical schematic is as per the operation of an electrical circuit
whereas in a ladder diagram it relies on the methodical nature of the PLC scan. The reason why
ladder diagrams are used for PLC programming is because the early control system designers
were accustomed to relay logic control circuits and ladder diagrams closely mimic these. The
other reason ladder diagrams are used is because factory maintenance staff already understand
how to read relay control circuits so using ladder diagrams for programming a PLC meant they
were easily able to troubleshooting control system problems. Ladder diagrams help you to
formulate the logic expressions in graphical form that are required to program a PLC. They
represent conditional, input and output expressions as symbols. So writing a PLC program
using ladder diagrams is similar to drawing a relay control circuit. But, these days the terms
ladder diagram, ladder logic diagram, ladder drawing, ladder control, ladder circuit, control logic
diagram and logic diagram to name a few are all used to describe relay logic circuits and ladder
logic programming. At the end of the day most people will know what you are talking about
anyway. Personally, I use the term ladder logic for PLC programming and relay logic for relay
control circuits. To access the body responsible for maintaining the IEC standard please click
here. Ladder logic diagrams are drawn in a similar way to relay logic circuit. However, ladder
logic diagrams express logic operations using symbolic notation rather than circuit
components. The rails in a relay logic circuit represent the supply wires of a relay logic control
circuit. However, in ladder diagrams, the rails represent the start and end of each line of
symbolic code. The rungs in a relay logic circuit represent the wires that connect the
components together. However, in a ladder diagrams, the rungs represent the logic flow
through the symbolic code. When implementing a ladder logic program in a PLC there are seven
basic parts of a ladder diagram that critical to know. Some of these elements are essential and
others are optional. To help understand how to draw ladder logic diagrams the seven basic
parts of a ladder diagram are detailed belowâ€¦.. Ladder logic is basically read from the left hand
rail to the right hand rail and from the first rung to the last rung left to right and top to bottom.
The rungs contains input symbols that either pass or block the logic flow. The last element of
each rung is an output symbol which is the result of the logic expressions contained in that
rung. To start reading ladder logic we need to know some basic binary concepts and how they
apply to ladder logic, how ladder logic is executed and the basic logic functions that are built
into each rung. Microprocessors, like the ones found in PLCs and personal computers operate
on the binary concept. It refers to the principle that things can be thought of in one of two
states. The states can be defined as:. Luckily ladder logic uses symbolic expressions and a
graphical editor for writing and reading ladder diagrams making it easier for us mere humans to
comprehend. In a PLC, binary events are expressed symbolically using ladder logic in the form
of a normally open contact NO and normally closed contact NC. When the event is TRUE then it
is highlighted green and the logic flow can move past it to the next logic expression. Just like
the current flow in an electric circuit when a switch is turned on. This PLC input event could be
something like a button being pushed, a limit switch being activated or a temperature switch
being triggered. The result of the normally closed contact NC is basically the opposite state of
an event that occurs. It is sometimes referred to as reverse logic. Check out the truth table
belowâ€¦. If we translate a NOT function into a ladder logic diagram we express it symbolically
in the form of a normally closed contact NC as seen in ladder logic truth table shown belowâ€¦.
In order to successfully read ladder logic we need a basic understanding of how a PLC works
and how ladder logic is executed in a PLC. You see, the PLC follows a certain execution
procedure and if not adhered to it can lead to the ladder logic being read incorrectly. Ladder
logic works in a similar way to relay logic, but without all the laborious wiring. It has supply
rails, relay coils, relay contacts, counters, timers, PID loop controllers and much more. In simple
terms, all the field input and output devices are wired to the PLC and the ladder logic program
decides what outputs to trigger depending on the status of the input signals. In basic terms,
PLCs execute ladder logic by first reading all the input states and storing them into memory.
Secondly, scanning through and evaluating each rung of ladder logic, from left to right and top
to bottom. Lastly, at the end of the scan, the resultant logic is executed and the outputs are
written to. On their own they cannot decide what action to take to automate something. Logic is

the ability to decide what action needs to be taken depending on the state of one or more
events. We use the binary and logic concepts every day in our own lives. For example, if I feel
cold then I put my sweater on, but if I feel hot then I take my sweater off. The binary and logic
concepts are what makes ladder logic work. The hidden key to unlock your understanding of
how ladder logic works is: The logic functions in ladder logic are are automatically built into the
structure of the ladder diagram. In ladder logic the real world events are defined as PLC inputs.
In ladder logic the result of a rung logic function is defined as a PLC output. When we take
these two fundamental elements and insert them into a rung in a ladder diagram we get your
first line of code! Therefore it results in two possible logic iterations:. If we translate this into a
ladder logic diagram we express it symbolically in the form of a normally open contact NO for
the input and a relay coil for the output. Remember the logic flow is from left to right and follows
the same concept of current flow in an electric circuit. They are all connected in line, just like a
series connection in an electric circuit. This time we have also highlighted the hidden AND
function to illustrate the relationship between the ladder logic functions and the ladder diagram
rung structureâ€¦. The inputs are placed in the rung in what is known as a branch. This is the
equivalent of a parallel connection in an electric circuit. The output is then connected in line
with the rung. For basic ladder logic programming we express binary events using normally
open contacts NC and normally closed contacts NC. The five basic, yet essential, logic
functions in ladder logic are:. You may be surprised, but when we utilize all these functions in
our ladder logic programming we will be able to program the majority of automation control
requirements. To go to the next section click here. Material Handling Conveyor System. Pallet
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to know. Why is a ladder diagram used for PLC programming? How to Draw Ladder Logic
Diagrams Ladder logic diagrams are drawn in a similar way to relay logic circuit. Rails â€” There
are two rails in a ladder diagram which are drawn as vertical lines running down the far most
ends of the page. If they were in a relay logic circuit they would represent the active and zero
volt connections of the power supply where the power flow goes from the left hand side to the
right hand side. Rungs â€” The rungs are drawn as horizontal lines and connect the rails to the
logic expressions. If they were in a relay logic circuit they would represent the wires that
connect the power supply to the switching and relay components. Each rung is numbered in
ascending sequential order. Inputs â€” The inputs are external control actions such as a push
button being pressed or a limit switch being triggered. The inputs are actually hardwired to the
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and represented in the ladder diagram by a normally open NO or normally closed NC contact
symbol. Outputs â€” The outputs are external devices that being are turned on and off such as
an electric motor or a solenoid valve. The outputs are also hardwired to the PLC terminals and
are represented in the ladder diagram by a relay coil symbol. Logic Expressions â€” The logic
expressions are used in combination with the inputs and outputs to formulate the desired
control operations. The tag names are the descriptions allocated to the addresses. Comments
â€” Last but by not least, the comments are an extremely important part of a ladder diagram.
Comments are displayed at the start of each rung and are used to describe the logical
expressions and control operations that the rung, or groups of rungs, are executing.
Understanding ladder diagrams is made a lot easier by using comments. Parts of a Ladder
Logic Diagram. Ladder Logic Basics â€” Hello World. Truth Table. Truth Table â€” OR Function.

